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From the video entertainment 
maverick that brought you the 

interactive program guide 
and the DVR, TiVo introduces  

the inaugural edition of 
TiVo Insights.

This annual, global study 
investigates how viewers are 

engaging with video content —  
exploring their behaviors, 

passions and frustrations amidst 
rapid technological change  

in the industry.
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NOTES ON METHODOLOGY

2017 Survey Sample Size: 8,500 total pay-TV and OTT subscribers

U.S.: 2,500 interviews

Western Europe: U.K., France, Germany: 1,000 interviews each

Latin America: Brazil, Mexico, Colombia: 1,000 interviews each

The research findings were the result of TiVo’s annual multi-country study exploring 

viewer engagement with the video content, services and devices that shape the  

evolving consumer entertainment experience.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SO MUCH CONTENT, 
JUST AS MUCH TIME
Work and sleep notwithstanding, people around the globe are spending the 

majority of their time watching digital video. Of course, along with today’s 

unprecedented levels of financial investment in original programming,  

there is now more quality content being produced than viewers can 

realistically consume; yet, they are willing to push the limits of daily video  

consumption to try.

Viewers, content owners, new streaming services and devices have created 

a feedback loop where both supply and demand have grown exponentially. 

Though traditional pay-TV providers have long refused to offer a true à la 

carte model, these new platforms and gadgets are allowing customers to 

curate and build entertainment experiences that work best for them.

Along with streaming services and devices, viewers are complementing 

traditional TV experiences with laptop, mobile and tablet viewing to take  

full advantage of every available screen.

Consumers across the globe want video content — wherever, whenever 

and however they can get it. To remain competitive in this video-obsessed 

environment, industry players must meet consumer demands while finding 

creative ways feed the global video addiction.
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INSATIABLE  
HUNGER
Audiences worldwide continue to demonstrate  
a healthy appetite for video content, spending  
over 20 percent of daily life devouring video  
from any place they can get it.

Chapter One
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Technology disruptors created the

BIG BANG 
that continues to expand the universe of video 
content, changing the video landscape forever.

With over $130 billion1 invested in programming globally, and increasingly 

hefty investments in original content from streaming platforms, viewers can 

find exactly what they want to watch — from prestige TV to niche genres.

The increasing ubiquity of high-quality broadband service has created a 

seismic shift where viewers are now less limited by where their content 

comes from — whether it is traditional cable or streaming — as long as they  

can get what they want, when they want, and at a reasonable price tag.  

Little else matters.

1. “Netflix and Amazon Outspend CBS, HBO and Turner on TV Programming, IHS Markit Says,” IHS Markit, October 16, 2016

The average global 
viewer spends 4.4  
hours each day 
watching video.

4.4

INSATIABLE HUNGER
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Coupled with the global average of 28 minutes 
spent each day searching for content to watch,  
that’s nearly five hours per day of video 
engagement. In other words:

Average Daily Viewing Hours By Country

U.S.

5.1

GERMANY

3.3

MEXICO

4.1

FRANCE

3.7

BRAZIL

4.7

U.K.

4.2

COLOMBIA

4.1

74
days per year

1,774
hours per year

20.3%
of total time

INSATIABLE HUNGER
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Chapter Two

COMMITMENT  
ISSUES
Younger viewers are flinching at commitment, 
testing a variety of services and devices as 
they ride the wave of change in video.
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Averaging across all surveyed regions,

NINE IN 10 
respondents have pay-TV service at home, 

though the younger, tech-savvy generations  
are shunning commitment to a single solution.

Traditional cable and satellite pricing models attract customers with 

aggressive sign-up promotions that are recouped in the longer term. This 

model creates rising monthly bills and contracts from which customers 

can’t easily disentangle, eroding trust.

Younger generations are accustomed to consistently priced, contract-free 

services that can be cancelled at any time.

These fickle younger viewers are currently enjoying a feast of options, 

creating custom viewing experiences with streaming devices and services 

based on their personal preferences.

The existence of (highly-rated) show-tracking mobile apps (e.g., TV Time2) 

reflects the trade-off many seem willing to make, though it also highlights 

the issue that customers need help to keep track of what they’re watching.

2. As of November 2017, TV Time has a 4.7 rating on both iTunes (328 ratings) and  Google Play (229,258 votes).

COMMITMENT ISSUES
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As competitive pressures mount, longer-tenured customers increasingly 

comprise the traditional pay-TV subscriber base.

How long has your household had service with your current pay-TV provider?

The newest subscribers (with the shortest tenure) are also the least 

dependable, with cancellation on their minds.

Percentage indicating they are extremely likely to cord-cut in the next six months:
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COMMITMENT ISSUES
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Does your household currently have pay-TV service?
Percentage of video households paying for traditional pay-TV service:

Does your household pay for streaming video services?
Percentage of video households paying for (not using free trial) streaming video services:

Does your household use a streaming stick or device?
Percentage of video households using streaming devices to watch video content:

Streaming services and devices are increasingly essential to the video 

entertainment experience as consumers customize their living rooms to 

their personal preferences. While pay-TV continues to dominate video 

households, customers are experimenting with new options that can 

complement, or potentially replace, the traditional TV setup.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

LATAM

Western
Europe

U.S. 87%

90%

96%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Western
Europe
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60%

71%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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U.S. 44%

44%

59%

COMMITMENT ISSUES
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For now, over-the-top (OTT) services predominantly complement pay-TV, 

with Netflix and Amazon flexing considerable muscle.

Top streaming services (percentage of self-identified SVOD subs who have this service):

COMMITMENT ISSUES

U.S.
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Netflix
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Hulu
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Netflix

Claro
Video

COLOMBIA

Netflix
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Netflix

Amazon
Prime

NowTV
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19%

Netflix
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GERMANY

Netflix
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12%

Amazon
Prime

BRAZIL

Netflix

Globo
Play
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Interactiva

91%

23%

17%

Netflix
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KLIC

91%
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The race for the streaming device crown is much murkier, with heated competi-

tion between Apple, Google and Amazon, and strong regional preferences.

Top streaming devices (percentage of self-identified streaming device owners who have this specific  

device at home):

COMMITMENT ISSUES

U.S.
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Chapter Three

HARDWARE 
HABITS
Viewers are making the most of their TV sets, com- 
puters, tablets and mobile devices, consuming 
content wherever and whenever they can. 
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It’s not just content that’s exploded in the 
last few years; people now have

MORE SCREENS 
THAN EVER
at their disposal to watch video.

People are watching more video content from more sources and platforms 

than ever before, and luckily, they have more hardware options available 

for video consumption.

Large-format, 4K and internet-connected smart TVs with gorgeous res-

olutions are making their way into more households as they become more 

affordable. But, on the other end of the spectrum, countless think pieces 

decry the death of the traditional living room, as people eschew the TV set 

for mobile viewing.

In reality, both mobile and big-screen viewing play a large part in the con-

sumption habits of people around the globe, as viewers continue to tailor 

their video habits to their desires and needs.

HARDWARE HABITS
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Around the world, the TV set still reigns supreme, with all respondents 

watching the majority of their video on the living room fixture. With all the 

hype around mobile and tablet viewing, it may come as a surprise to learn  

the humble computer was the second most popular device for consuming 

video content in every region surveyed. The laptop should not be over-

looked as an important element in the video viewing experience.

Still, when combined, tablet and smartphone viewing matched or nearly 

equaled computer viewing in the U.S. and Europe, and exceeded computer 

video viewing in Latin America.

Think about the time you spend watching or streaming video. What percentage of your total video 
consumption occurs on each of the following screens?

U.S.

77%12%

6%

6% Western
Europe

77%15%

6%

7% LATAM

51%
24%

18%

7%

HARDWARE HABITS

TV TabletSmartphoneComputer
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As the price of internet-connected smart TVs has declined, some wonder 

whether consumers are taking full advantage of the built-in features or 

simply using them as “dumb” screens for other services and devices.

Turns out people are using the capabilities offered by smart TV sets. More 

than 90 percent of smart TV owners surveyed use the built-in apps on these 

devices to access video content at least some of the time.

You indicated that you own a smart TV. How often do you use the built-in app features?

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

I never use the built-in
apps. I use other boxes
or devices connected

to my TV to watch content.

I sometimes use the
built-in apps, but also
switch inputs to use
other video devices.

I primarily watch using
the built-in apps.

HARDWARE HABITS
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Smart or not, when it comes to their TV sets, consumers are also finding 

uses for their TV screens besides watching traditional video content.

A TiVo survey of North American TV owners3 found that the majority of 

viewers use their TV sets to watch live, recorded or on-demand content. 

Many are also casting video from mobile devices and watching personal 

home videos on the big screen. Ultimately, no gadget or second screen can 

rival the big-screen experience that the TV set provides.

How are people using their TV screens?

HARDWARE HABITS

3. The data on this and the following page are from TiVo’s Q3 2017 Video Trends Report, which surveyed 3,000+ North American consumers.

86.3%
watch live,  

recorded or on-
demand video

58.3%
watch live sports

28.7%
stream YouTube 

videos

28.5%
play games 
on a console

13%
watch personal 
videos shot with 
a smartphone or 

camera

11%
cast video content 

via the internet 
(AirPlay, 

Chromecast)
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Those elusive cord-cutters also make frequent use of TV sets, if they have 

them in their homes.

While most respondents without pay-TV service are accessing streaming 

services through the apps on their smart TVs or via streaming media 

devices, more than 37 percent are getting content with an over-the-air 

(OTA) antenna. 

How are TV screens not connected to pay-TV 
services being used in consumer homes?

HARDWARE HABITS

37.2% 25.6%

12.5%

29.5%

22.2%

watch over-the-air 
TV through an 

antenna connected 
to the TV

watch content 
through a 
connected 

streaming media 
device

watch content 
through a streaming 

stick/dongle

watch content 
through the apps 

on an internet-
connected smart 

TV

play games 
on a console



CONCLUSION
As the video entertainment landscape evolves, savvy viewers across the 

globe will continue to stay ahead of the changes and customize their own 

experiences, while less-astute viewers may get left behind.

Industry players are at a stalemate, holding exclusive content access close  

to the chest and sacrificing customer experience in the process. As traditional 

providers and new technology disruptors vie for viewing time and wallet 

share, those who can make the customer’s life as easy as possible will hold  

a distinct advantage.

At this point, no single screen, device or service will be able to claim total, 

exclusive attention from a viewer, but standardization and seamless integra-

tions across platforms will be key to deciding which products and services 

ultimately find a place in consumer homes. The ability to help viewers make 

the most of all their options and optimize a custom solution for their needs  

is the key to success in this shifting new world.
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